ABSTRACT From the literature review, it is apparent that there is a gap in quantifying the performances of multitone waveforms specifically for radar applications and experimental results not commonly found. This paper focuses on the radar performance analysis of multitones with P3 phase-codes in simulation and experimentally to determine the effect of hardware on radar performances. For this purpose, a softwaredefined radar (SDR) approach has been used, including a digital core with hardware in-the-loop controlled by MATLAB and an analog front end that uses bandpass sampling and a reference channel. The proposed radar setup with processing algorithm has been evaluated in terms of processing time, showing that a realtime implementation on the latest field programmable gate array chipsets is feasible. This approach is flexible and entirely arbitrary waveforms can be generated with an instantaneous bandwidth up to 800 MHz. All the experimental results presented in Section IV are beyond the state of the art and bring novel insight into the impairment of SDR.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of digital technologies driven by the telecommunication industry has opened new opportunities in waveform design notably for the future 5G standard [1] - [3] for multitones with OFDM and Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing. Even though multitones are ubiquitous in telecommunications, its adoption in operational radar is slower. The radar industry relies on proven technology and continues to use linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulses for its reliability and cost effectiveness.
Lately, the use of OFDM for the concurrent implementation of radar and communication (e.g. Radcom [4] , [5] ) for Intelligent Transport Systems and radar networks [6] present a challenge for conventional radar and cannot be achieved with LFM pulses. This stemmed research efforts in applying multitones to radar applications.
Another aspect of the evolution in digital technologies are the advances in converter technologies analogue to digital and digital to analogue, now enabling ultra-wideband (UWB) platforms. UWB coupled with digital cores in radar translates into submetric spatial resolution and greater flexibility in waveform design & agility. These technological advances enabled software-defined radar, which allows the simultaneous transmission of data and performing radar SAR imaging [7] .
In this paper, multitones is used rather than OFDM to reflect that radar is not bound by telecommunication standards when designing waveforms and also are not necessarily orthogonal e.g. [1] , [8] - [10] ).
The rest of the introduction presents the state-of-the-art of multitones for radar applications in part A. Then Part B presents the problem statement stemming from Part A. Finally, part C introduces the contributions to the field from this work.
A. STATE-OF-THE-ART
Levanon's work was seminal in the development of OFDM radar and the rapid development of OFDM telecommunications drove some very significant contributions based on his book ''Radar Signals'' [11] .
In [12] , polyphase codes are compared to multitones in simulations. The predictable conclusion was that multitones was superior for target detection.
In [10] , a generalized multicarrier waveform radar performances are evaluated through simulations against OFDM and multicarrier phase-coded waveforms showing improved performances and Doppler resistance even if the inter-carrier interference levels are higher.
At TU Delft et al., novel signal processing capabilities for OFDM-Modulated wideband signals were proposed such as Doppler effect/scaling compensation method [13] , Doppler ambiguity resolution [14] , range migration compensation [15] , resolving Doppler while using agility [16] .
At University of Miami, a wideband multifunction software defined radar platform was developed able to perform radar, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and telecommunications using OFDM. This led to novel methods of single subcarrier phase recovery, suitable for SAR with OFDM [17] , of multicarrier SAR signal processing tailored to UWB OFDM radar signals [18] , of cross-range SAR reconstruction with OFDM signals using all subcarriers for phase estimation [19] .
At Karlruhe Institute of Technology, RadCom, a novel OFDM joint radar-communication system - [4] , [5] , [28] was developed. They gave an outlook of future radar front-ends that will look like communication transceivers with multiple inputs and multiple outputs (MIMO) [29] and may use OFDM as described in [5] further demonstrated by a novel OFDM MIMO SAR concept [30] . A recent review of MIMO SAR techniques including OFDM, is available in [31] and highlights potential pitfalls with ambiguity functions.
The effort in implementing multitone waveforms for radar has produced significant contributions in software-defined radar platform development; Table 1 reports on a selection of current UWB radar platforms able to generate OFDM signals.
The underlying issue of implementation is the effect of the radio frequency equipment on radar performances. ADC converters determine the dynamic range of the radar and thus contribute greatly to detection capabilities. In order to improve power amplifier efficiency and dynamic range at converter level, Peak-to-Mean Envelope Power Ratio (PMEPR) reduction schemes are overlaid on multitones, an overview of those techniques can be found in [32] .
In [33] and [34] , ADC evolution prediction up to 2020 reported that wideband ADCs have not entered the saturation stage yet and research directions are mainly concentrated on increasing sampling frequencies and reducing power consumption rather than improving spectral purity or bit resolution. Furthermore, the achievable signal-to-noise ratio is not solely dependent on the effective number of bits (ENOB) but it also limited by jitter effects [35] .
Oversampling can partially solve some of the hardware limitations of ADCs; but for top-shelf wideband converter such as Proteus V6 [36] equipped with the EV10AQ190 [37] or the TI ADC12J4000 [38] , this solution is not feasible and too costly.
These trends pushed the emergence of a new paradigm ''Dirty RF'' [39] to compensate hardware defects digitally therefore shifting the stringent constraints on the digital core rather than the converters. Based on [33] and [34] , radar applications may suffer from reduced sensitivity if the current trends are maintained. It is therefore paramount to work on digital enhancements and quantify the performances of ADC converters in order to design radar systems efficiently.
Even though there are large contributions in telecommunication to evaluate the performances of OFDM systems in simulations and experimentally driven by the market development in that sector and backed by large investments, their performances for radar are seldom found in the literature.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
From the literature review, it is apparent that there is a gap in quantifying the performances of multitone waveforms specifically for radar applications and experimental results are not commonly found.
This paper focuses on the radar performance analysis of multitones with P3 phase-codes (P3PC) [11] in simulation and experimentally to determine the effect of hardware on radar performances. For this purpose, a software-defined radar (SDR) approach has been used including a digital core with hardware in-the-loop controlled by Matlab and an analog front-end (AFE) that uses bandpass sampling and a reference channel. The proposed SDR setup with processing algorithm, has been evaluated in terms of processing time, showing that a real-time implementation on the latest FPGA generation [40] , [41] is feasible. This approach is flexible, and entirely arbitrary waveforms can be generated with an instantaneous bandwidth up to 800MHz. All the results presented in the last section are beyond the state-of-the-art and bring novel insight into the impairment of SDR.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper builds on the results published in [42] - [45] with the experimental results from a closed-loop test and a wireless test further analyzed to get a more comprehensive view of the performances of multitones for radar applications. This paper summarizes previously reported quantified radar performances for P3PC and LFM pulses and draws more general conclusions by extrapolating performances to general phase coding schemes for multitones. This allows gauging with quantified numbers the performances of multitones with respect to chirp on the same platform for any overlaid code. The performances for multitones are then extrapolated to different phase codes. The main difference in performance is in range, and the peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR) will have an effect on the choice of amplifier and the input level to avoid distortions.
Extended waveform-independent metrics were used with the addition of signal-to-noise ratio, spurious-free dynamic range including and excluding harmonics were used to better understand the impact of hardware on performances. Experimental results hint towards a relationship between spuriousfree dynamic range (SDFR) including and excluding harmonics with respect to time and bandwidth. Further research with different ADCs would be required to confirm this find. This information could benefit system designers in telecommunications and radar since they will be able to predict the SFDR level with harmonics from one signal measurement in the ADC. These harmonic distortions are unique to the ADCs and the signal. So by using a similar signal type like a chirp or multitone with similar coding in this case P3 codes, it is possible to predict the SFDR level from just one measurement by proportional relation between time and bandwidth with respect to the tested signal. SDR application for reduced experimental testing of performances.
A modified equation inspired from [39] is proposed to predict the maximum achievable SNR based on aperture jitter from the theoretical signal transformed from time domain to frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). From the FFT samples in frequency domain and the jitter values from the oscillator generating the ADC clock, the maximum achievable SNR from the equation is estimated and it has been verified experimentally. Before looking at the bit resolution of an ADC, it would be important for a designer to select an oscillator based on the target SNR level.
The compression algorithm strategy reported in [42] - [45] is now feasible for real-time FPGA implementation an updated assessment of the current models against required processing power for one example of wideband receivers is presented. The benefits of this implementation are put in perspective highlighting the relaxation of reconfiguration requirements for SDR operations. This compression algorithm is conservative in computational power and is achievable using the latest FPGA chipsets based on their announced performances. It also allows flexibility in waveform generation and digitization as the algorithm needs fewer reconfigurations as one configuration deals with a range of vector sizes until the size needs to be reconfigured. It is also advantageous for ASIC implementation since it would still allow some flexibility in signal agility within the set range.
In addition, section II compared to previous publications gives a detailed account of the methodology employed to conduct this study and the lessons learnt. Section III summarizes the simulations results as well as the proposed predictive formulae, followed in section IV by the experimental results for the closed-loop and wireless test including all the metrics. The conclusions and future research directions are reported in section V.
II. METHODOLOGY
To conduct an unbiased performance evaluation of different radar signals, waveform-independent metrics must be utilized. Furthermore, to enable a direct comparison between simulations and experimental results, the processes for both should be identical. With this concept in mind, this study started with the development of the radar platform and its algorithms before anything else. This way the simulation can be modeled after the hardware that is going to be used and experimental results can be compared directly.
A. SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADAR PLATFORM
The experimental SDR setup is shown in Fig. 1 and its analogue front-end (AFE) Fig. 2 was designed to carry out experimental performance analysis of radar waveforms. Table 1 positions this work compared to the state-of-the-art and Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the radar.
The implemented radar is particular because a reference channel is implemented for dynamic transmitter transfer function compensation. It is noteworthy because it is not usually implemented on operational radars which are calibrated punctually and the transfer function is considered stable for a given time which is determined empirically or arbitrarily (service time). This is accurate if considering classic radar systems with just one waveform e.g. chirp. But in the case of SDR, the waveforms are changed dynamically so that means the radar should be able to adapt dynamically as well to any changes in the transfer function and signal distortions.
The signal is directly synthesized at 10 GS/s in intermediate frequencies (IF) ranging from 1.1 to 1.9 GHz and a low pass filter removes the mirror image due to the arbitrary waveform generator DAC and its large analogue bandwidth 7.5 GHz. The IF signal feeds goes into a mixer for upconversion in radio frequencies (RF) ranging from 10 to 10.8 GHz using a local oscillator at F LO = 8.9 GHz which is tunable for this AFE up to 9.7GHz giving agility from 10 to 11.6GHz, and a bandpass filter removes the mirror image.
Because the maximum range available on the test ground is limited to 70m, the transmitter only needed a low noise amplifier to cover that distance. The amplifier output fed a 20 dB directional coupler that transmitted most of the energy to the transmitting antenna and fed the coupled signal to the reference channel. The receiver antenna picked up the signal returns from the scatterers feeding the test channel. The received signal is then amplified and filtered before down-conversion using the same local oscillator as for upconversion. The signal in the reference channel is attenuated and down-converted by the same frequency F LO = 8.9 GHz using a second oscillator which is synchronized with the other by a 10 MHz synchronization clock. In both signal paths, bandpass filters are used to limit the signal bandwidth to the 2 nd Nyquist band and then amplified to avoid aliasing before digitization.
B. BANDPASS SAMPLING
The signal is bandpass [47] sampled at 2 GS/s in the second Nyquist band. Note that even though the frequencies are under-sampled, the Shannon-Nyquist law is still respected for the bandwidth digitization, thus the information is retained at the cost of energy losses (from 3 to 4.77 dB loss worst case scenario from the lowest frequency of the second Nyquist band to the highest) and an inversion of the spectrum after digitization. The advantage of using this technique was in the design of the antialiasing filter with strong rejection at the edge of the Nyquist Band and a lower relative bandwidth thus relaxing constraints on design, since it is technically impossible to obtain strong rejection near DC and this avoids having to deal with 1/f noise near DC. A 40 dB rejection in the stop bands around the second Nyquist band can be obtained -it is very difficult to design a wideband selective filter in baseband for the lower stop band towards DC that is why most filters in baseband are low pass filters not bandpass. For filters, the ratio of center frequency over the pass band should not exceed two, which translates to three eighth of the sampling frequency in the second Nyquist band (750 MHz). Two successive filters would give 60 dB rejection in the stop band. 800 MHz exceeds that condition however engineer at ''Filtek Filters'' can design such filters at the cost of 3 dB insertion loss.
C. INTERMODULATION AVOIDANCE
Concerning the up-conversion and down-conversion for UWB signals, great care has to be taken to avoid intermodulations (IM). These degrade signal purity and provoke amplitude and phase modulation.
F LO Local Oscillator F l1 < F l < F l2 IF range present at the mixer IF port F H1 < F H < F H2 RF range present at the mixer RF port From the perspective of maximizing the bandwidth at upconversion, the designer should choose a local oscillator frequency greater than the RF upper bound. However, the IF input should remain in the linear operation range of nonlinear devices, otherwise the n th -order intermodulation products are not negligible anymore. If the IF input is driven near or in saturation, it is recommended to choose a local oscillator frequency smaller than the RF range lower bound.
Also in both cases, the maximum bandwidth achievable cannot exceed the IF range lower bound. In other words, the bandwidth cannot exceed an octave with respect to the IF range lower bound see Table 3 for detailed equations.
From the perspective of maximizing the bandwidth B at down-conversion, the designer should choose a local oscillator frequency greater than the RF upper bound up to third order intermodulation avoidance. For fourth-order, both schemes yield identical maximum bandwidth. And from the fifth order intermodulation avoidance, the local oscillator frequency should be smaller than the RF range lower bound, see Table 4 for detailed equations. If the bandwidth is greater than one octave and if the circuit contains any non-linear components, the designer must make sure that the secondorder products do not exceed the minimum power detectable by the ADC.
The proposed AFE frequency selection ensures rejection of the intermodulation products up to the fifth for the whole bandwidth ranging from 9.5 to 12.4 GHz meaning that the agile bandwidth from 10 to 11.6 GHz is covered.
D. STUDIED WAVEFORMS
A multitude of phase codes exist to reduce peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR better known as peak-toaverage power ratio -PAPR -in communications) and an overview of the research in PMEPR reduction techniques can be found in [32] . Radar signals does not have to comply to communication standards thus allowing more flexibility in waveform design, however to enable communicating radar, a trade-off will have to be found to best fit fulfilling the radar and communication tasks.
Doppler tolerance is important in radar to avoid having to multiply Doppler filter banks in processing. To speed up implementation, P3 polyphase codes [11] were selected to reduce the PMEPR of multitones. The aim being the performance evaluation of multitones for radar applications, not the optimization of PMEPR reduction techniques. OFDM for telecommunications can have codes reaching PMEPR as high as 15 dB but commonly 10dB.
Note that multitones abide by a set of rules to avoid intermodulation interference for synthesis with DAC and acquisition with DAC, where chirp pulses can be synthesized and acquired with much higher linearity.
T is the pulse width and the orthogonal period for multitones, B = N δf is the signal bandwidth, N is an integer and the number of tones, δf = T −1 is the frequency step and f 0 = n 0 δf is the lower frequency for both signals.
Keeping the orthogonality for multitones yields the best result for impulse response. The discrete time equations of both signals chirp (1) and multitones (2) for a sampling frequency F S and a sampling time t S . First, a condition is set T = Mt S and M is an integer.
where m is the sample number with values ranging from
is the P3 phase code [11] . In order to cover various radar signal configurations from primary radar (Narrowband) to high resolution radar (UWB), various combinations of radar ambiguities and resolutions were tested with bandwidth B be set successively at 1, 10, 150 and 800 MHz, and pulse repetition periods T at 0.5, 5, 50, 500 and 1000 µs. All configurations with bandwidthtime products BT greater than 50 have been tested for both signals (see Appendix for further details).
E. WAVEFORM INDEPENDENT CRITERIA
One important metric in radar is the maximum detection range. In order to illustrate, the maximum achievable range difference ( R max ) between multitones and chirp, equation (3) is used to give the ratio of multitones over chirp.
where P avg = P avg_multitones P avg_chirp is the ratio of average transmitted power of multitones over chirp.
In order to calculate the average power, four parameters are needed the PMEPR, the power efficiency, the maximum input power at the input of the ADC within the digitization range and the peak voltage after digitization. However, to calculate the ratio, only the PMEPR and the power efficiency are needed.
1) PEAK-TO-MEAN ENVELOPE POWER RATIO (PMEPR)
To avoid distortions, a signal with high PMEPR needs to be fed to an amplifier with an input power back-off greater than what would be needed for chirp that has an ideal PMEPR of ∼3 dB resulting in reduced the average output power [48] , and consequently shorter maximum detection range compared to chirp. Another important aspect of PMEPR occurs at the transition between analogue and digital and viceversa, as PMEPR increases the maximum achievable SNR decreases. The maximum achievable SNR without clipping at the ADC input is given by (4) [24] .
where P FS is the ADC full-scale input power, N 0 is the noise density, F is the receiver noise figure, B RX is the receiver bandwidth and G is the receiver gain.
2) POWER EFFICIENCY (Pe)
After digitization, the power efficiency is the ratio of in-band power after filtering over total power of the digitized signal. The in-band power is contained in the 3dB-bandwidth, here 1 MHz, 10 MHz, 150 MHz and 800MHz. The SNR/SFDR are estimated as the difference between the mean in-band power level and the noise floor/highest spurious.
3) SPURIOUS-FREE DYNAMIC RANGE
Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) including and excluding harmonics is a measure of signal purity in the frequency domain and is an important metric for high-resolution radar in the context of target recognition [49] . The IEEE standards for terminology and test methods for ADC [50] defines SFDR for a single tone but this is not adequate when working with complex signals. The SFDR is therefore estimated as the ratio between the mean value of in-band power and the highest spurious including harmonics (incl.H) (1) and excluding harmonics (excl.H) (2) inspired from IEEE standards for terminology and test methods for ADC [50] .
where X is the spectrum of the ADC output determined by calculating an FFT with the maximum number of complete signal periods contained in the measured data acquisition, f in_band is the input signal in-band frequency range, f s and f h are the frequencies of the set of harmonic and spurious spectral components.
4) SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO SNR
The signal-to-noise ratio is directly linked to the maximum detectable range and detection capabilities in radar. The maximum achievable SNR for an ADC is usually expressed (6) for a single frequency.
where ENOB is the effective number of bits and is frequency dependent, and noise referred to here is quantization noise which unlike additive white Gaussian noise is a deterministic error and cannot be cancelled out by integration.
The maximum achievable SNR after digitization due to aperture jitter is calculated using (8) which is inspired from [39] .
where K is the length of the FFT, f k is the kth frequency at the ADC input of the bandpass sampled Nyquist band and a multiple of f = F s K , G H is the gain in signal power from the Hilbert transform (3 dB) ,σ j is the standard deviation of random sampling time variations caused by the aperture jitter process, S 2 k = a 2 k + b 2 k is the power density function (pdf) calculated in from the FFT of the Hilbert transformed baseband digitized signal. If the signal is digitized in an even Nyquist band then a spectrum inversion is necessary before the calculation of the pdf, this can be done simply in Matlab using the function 'fftshift'. Table 5 summarizes the estimated maximum achievable SNR and the worst case scenario losses for bandpass sampling.
To extract SNR information from the measurements, equation (9) has been used to estimate SNR as follows.
where P in_band is the in-band power of the signal, N Rx_BW is the noise power contained in the receiver (Rx) bandwidth, N f is the estimated mean noise power density in a FFT bin, f is a frequency bin and G H is the signal gain obtained with the Hilbert transform. The estimate forN f is determined by calculating an FFT with the maximum number of complete signal periods contained in the measured data acquisition and estimating the mean noise density level between carriers and then removing the FFT gain.
5) PULSE COMPRESSION
In radar, the characteristics of the pulse compression are very important from the perspective of spatial resolution for the separation of two targets and peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSLR) for contrast to avoid having a large target masking a smaller one.
In order to generate the pulse compression in range, an algorithm for matched filtering shown in Fig. 3 is proposed and is suitable for any vector size, reduces the required processing power for any vector sizes and does not suffer from edge effects.
Two input signals are necessary: the reference signal and the test signal. The reference signal is used to generate the matched filter. It can either be a digital replica or a measured replica of the generated signal. The replica can either be fixed or refreshed at a given frequency.
Since the test signal delay is unknown a priori, a sliding window that is three times the signal period is implemented for the test channel. This guarantees that whatever the signal returns delays are, a complete impulse response is generated without losses on the edges of the pulse compression. Hence, this algorithm is suitable for either the parallel or the timeinterleaved architectures.
Both vectors have unit sizes equal to M (e.g. 1000) which is the signal period T (e.g. 500 ns) times the sampling frequency (2 GS/s). For faster processing, radix-2 FFT is used, thus the digitized vector length 3M for the test channel and M for the reference channel are zero-padded up to the next power of 2 greater than (4M -1). (4M -1) is the size of the cross-correlation between 3M and M . The radar system only generates the real part of the signal. The complex values of the signal must therefore be reconstructed using a Hilbert transform. The signals are digitally downconverted to baseband BB, then, a window function w(n), such as Hamming, is applied over the pulse length M on the reference. The Hamming window limits the effect of intersymbol interference (ISI) for telecommunication signals and increases the contrast of the impulse response at the cost of a 38 % widening of the main lobe at 3 dB. A radix-2 FFT is applied on both test and reference signals to move to frequency domain. The complex conjugate of the reference signal is multiplied element by element to the test signal. This operation is equivalent to a cross-correlation in time domain. Then, to obtain the impulse response in time domain, a radix-2 IFFT is applied. The complete pulse compression ranges from M/2 to (3M/2-1), giving a zero delayed response centered within that window. Fig.4 provides the processing power requirements in Tera Multiply Accumulate per Second (TMACS) against the vector size for a signal period comparing the requirements for the proposed algorithm as opposed to a DFT based algorithm. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the proposed algorithm is within reach of the claimed performances of the latest FPGA chips from Xilinx (Kintex 7 UltraScale) [40] and Altera (Stratix 10) [41] using the equations from [45] . It can also be observed that for SDR flexibility is important and this algorithm only requires a reconfiguration of the FFT sizes when the vector length reaches the next power of two which would reduce the number of reconfigurations for adaptive processing with waveform agility.
F. SIMULATED PROCESSES
The simulations are basic using perfect quantization process as described in [44] .
A baseline for the experimental tests was established using basic simulations. For convenience, the parameters of the simulations are given.
The signal was filtered to fit in the 2 nd Nyquist band of the ADC which is 1 GHz wide between 1 and 2 GHz. Following the encoding process of the Neptune VXS II digitizer [36] and the experimental platform setup, the signal was bandpass filtered at 2GS/s in the second Nyquist band and the quantized values were floored to the nearest signed integer.
G. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To test the waveforms with the least distortion, a very simple experimental test bench was implemented with a DAC-isolator-filter-isolator-ADC set-up identical to the isolator-filter-isolator setup in the IF stage of either the reference or test channel presented in Fig. 2 . For the closedloop (CLL) test the input for the test channel is the measured signal and for the reference channel, is a computer generated replica. This will be followed by a wireless test as shown in Fig. 5 . The wireless test on a trihedral corner reflector using the developed SDR is shown in Fig. 6 through 8 . 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the simulated results for PMEPR, power efficiency, pulse compression and maximum detection range are presented. Note that the errors or differences express the variations of quantized results with respect to the performance criteria values calculated using 64-bit floating point precision.
A. PEAK-TO-MEAN ENVELOPE POWER RATIO (PMEPR)
The PMEPR of chirp (Fig. 9) varied between 3.01 dB and 3.54 dB for large BT products due to filtering effects. The PMEPR for multitones (Fig. 10) was in the range 5.03 dB to 5.63 dB which matched the expected PMEPR reduction for P3 phase codes [11] taking into account the signals are centered on 1.5GHz and are not in baseband. At 10-bit of resolution, the PMEPR difference of chirp compared to multitones varied between 1.65 and 2.6 dB between multitones and chirp. The simulation results showed that PMEPR varied at most by 0.4 dB from 4 to 10 bits and is stable up to 24bits. Quantization effects can therefore be neglected with respect to PMEPR.
B. POWER EFFICIENCY (Pe)
As the bandwidth-time product increases, so does the power efficiency as was expected since the Nyquist band was fixed. Indeed, if the signal bandwidth increases with respect to a fixed noise bandwidth set by the Nyquist bandwidth then it makes sense that the spectral efficiency increases with an increasing bandwidth. Also an increased signal period results in a higher FFT gain then again increasing the SNR. The relative error on power efficiencies between both chirp and multitones decreased as the BT product increased. Multitones (Fig. 11 ) have higher power efficiency than chirp (Fig. 12) ; the error was lower than 4 %. Both waveforms were equivalent and a minimum resolution of 6 bits is required have an error lower than 2% of the ideal power efficiencies for any of the studied BT products and signals.
C. MAXIMUM DETECTION RANGE
The maximum detection range (3) is calculated as a function of the average power computed as a function of PMEPR and power efficiency. The difference at 10-bit resolution is between 1.65 to 2.6 dB; therefore, the maximum detection range of chirp is 10 % to 15 % larger than for multitones.
If an application is constrained in power consumption, chirp is a better option especially at lower resolutions; indeed, its lower PMEPR makes it more efficient for amplifier stages and for AD/DA conversion.
The fact that differences between the signals were getting closer as the bandwidth was increasing is worthy of notice. Since a constant wideband receiver bandwidth of 1 GHz is assumed for any BT products, the results in operational radar would more closely match the wideband results. In practice, the signal bandwidth and the receiver bandwidth would be closely match to maximize SNR and filter out of band unwanted signals. In that case, it would be fairer to assume a 10 % difference in detection range.
D. PULSE COMPRESSION
The quantization process does not affect the main characteristics of the pulse compression (main lobe widths at 3, 6, 10 dB, 1st order sidelobe levels and distances). The maximum errors encountered are of the order of 2 times the sample speck. Indeed, the time sampling affects the time/distance resolution and causes errors in the pulse compression when the distances measured are of the order of the sample speck (equal to the speed of light divided by twice the IF sampling frequency. To illustrate, the sample speck at 2 GS/s is 7.5 cm, so when measuring distances for a signal of 800 MHz bandwidth, the main-lobe width should theoretically be 18.75 cm but the simulated main-lobe width is 33.75 cm which is caused by the time resolution of the quantized signal. When comparing the simulated pulse compressions with 4 to 24 bits against the ideal compression with 64 bits floating point, the differences between both chirp and multitones are negligible.
Quantization has no effect on the characteristics of mainlobe and side lobes for either signals. Chirp has better contrast overall with consistently about 2 dB more than multitones.
The mean error against the number of bits is shown in Fig. 13 for multitones. For a perfectly linear digitizer as assumed in the model ENOB is equal to the number of resolution bits. An empirical analysis of the mean error on pulse compression led to the following: for a mean error of -40 dB or lower on amplitude and phase across the entire pulse response is obtained for a minimum resolution given in (10) and its results are shown in Fig. 14-15 . minimum resolution = 2log 10 (BT ) + PMEPR lin (10) where BT is the bandwidth-time product of the signal, and PMEPR lin is the linear peak-to-mean power ratio of the signal.
For a BT product of 40000 a chirp with PMEPR = 3.01 dB and multitones with PMEPR ≈ 5.5 dB, the minimum required resolutions were respectively 12 bits and 13 bits. This means that for the same degree of accuracy multitones require one extra bit of resolution for phase coding schemes equivalent to P3 phase codes and more for codes with higher PMEPR.
Another way to look at predicting it from a theoretical and practical standpoint, is from the front-end design perspective. The receiver chain of a radar system is set so that the noise level is of the order of the two least significant bits of ADC. This avoids deterministic errors on signal quantization that would cancel the benefit of integration to improve SNR.
The derived resolution is the minimum required to obtain a desired SNR without integration without white noise in the digitizer. However, a rule of thumb in radar is to tune the gain of the receiver chain in order to have white noise covering the two lower significant bits of the digitizer. This would randomize the process and thus allow integration. Depending on the application and considerations for dwell time and other system requirements integration capabilities might be limited.
The maximum contrast with the signal at full scale for a single pulse compression is approximated by (12) .
VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 15. Simulated number of bits to obtain a mean pedestal error at −40 dB or lower against predictive formula (10) with respect to BT product.
where SNR max is defined in equation (5). We have discussed the link between SNR max and the resolution of the digitizer and the rule of thumb used in the radar community to avoid deterministic noise. SNR max in (5) can be expressed as a function of the number of bits as shown in (12):
SNRmax +PMEPR+Loss−G OS 20
where G OS is the gain obtained when oversampling the signal. The proposed equations 10 and 12 can be used to gauge digitizer resolution requirements depending on application parameters for a single pulse compression. They still need to be proved experimentally but this is beyond the scope of this article.
E. SYNTHESIS
From the simulations results, it can be concluded that provided with 10-bit resolution using the DAC AWG7102 [46] and ADC Netptune VXS 2 [36]) are sufficient in terms of reaching near ideal values for PMEPR and power efficiencies. With advances in DAC from Tektronix [46] and ADC from Tekmicro [36] , it is now possible to generate signals in IF directly in X band and acquire signals in S band with 10-bit resolution and as high as 70GHz with DPO70000SX [46] with 8-bit resolution.
It has been shown empirically that magnitude and phase errors in pulse compression were BT-product dependent. From (10) , it can be observed that the number of bits required to reach the same error were dependent on PMEPR. So higher PMEPR using typical telecommunication coding schemes will yield higher constraints on ADC resolutions for the same error requirement on compression. These extra bits will come at the expense of power consumption if it is possible or reduced sampling frequency by splitting the receiver bandwidth between several ADCs.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports on the measurements for both the closedloop (CLL) test and the wireless test (WT) as described in section II part A and G and compares them to the simulation results.
A. PEAK-TO-MEAN ENVELOPE POWER RATIO
For the closed-loop test, the measured values of PMEPR for multitones and chirp were consistent with simulations with a difference under 1 dB. The PMEPR for multitones was in the range of 5 dB to 6 dB. The differences in PMEPR between both waveforms are within the range 1.2 dB to 2.6dB.
For the wireless test, the PMEPR values varied from simulations with a difference between measured and simulated values of up to 2.2dB and 3.1dB respectively on the reference and test channel. The PMEPR for multitones was on average 1.5dB lower than expected. The differences in PMEPR between both waveforms are within the range ±1dB.
In both cases, the gap between the waveforms was reduced when the signal bandwidth was equivalent to the receiver bandwidth and increasing the resolution from 8 to 10 bits had negligible effect on PMEPR with about 0.1 dB of difference.
The anti-aliasing filter bandwidth was between 0.95 and 2.05 GHz which was wider than the 2nd Nyquist band. Some energy from the neighboring Nyquist bands may have folded into the Nyquist band of interest, thus the recorded signals could be distorted. Furthermore, the bandwidth gain was not constant over the entire band. These factors may have degraded the PMEPR. However, the simulated and measured results on PMEPR match for the closed-loop, however the full setup test seems to favor multitones as chirp presented stronger degradation. Although it is to be noted that in the test channel although there is only one strong reflector in the scene, the signal is a composite of all the returns from the environment. Table 6 summarizes the measured results.
B. POWER EFFICIENCY
The power efficiency was within 15-25% of the expected value for narrow bandwidth (1/10 MHz) and/or low BT products (<1000) and within 3% for larger bandwidth (150/800 MHz) and/or larger BT (>10000) and its general behavior was consistent with simulations as shown in Table VII . Also, the difference between 8 and 10 bit resolutions was at most 1 %, compared to 2 % in simulation and hence had negligible impact as expected. The difference in values compared to simulations is mostly due to signal distortions caused by hardware. Also the relative error mean value of spectrum efficiency between chirp and multitones is about 2% on average in closed-loop and negligible in open loop as shown in Table VII . Fig. 16 -17 display the measured spectrum of chirp and multitones for 1 and 800 MHz for a period of 50µs. Fig. 17 illustrates the unevenness of the gain response. Some unwanted signals and stronger noise levels were visible in the narrowband case shown in Fig. 16 , which explains the reduced power efficiency. For the wideband case in Fig. 17 , the signal masked these so the difference between simulations is negligible.
In the closed-loop and the reference channel in the wireless test, the unwanted signals came from signal leakage and intermodulation products in the hardware. Therefore, a radar receiver bandwidth matched to the signal of interest and some efforts on resolving those would result in the expected values from simulations in the narrowband case. Therefore, it can be concluded that the measurement results are coherent with expected values.
C. MAXIMUM DETECTION RANGE
The experimental results for the relative error in maximum detection range are shown in Table 8 .
It shows for the closed-loop test a good agreement with simulations with a relative error on multitones compared to chirp ranging from -2 to 16%. In the wireless test, overall chirp would have about 8-10% more range than multitones for narrowband (1 and 10 MHz). For ultra-wideband signals (150 and 800 MHz), the relative error is 2-5%. These differences were caused by the greater amount of distortion due to non-linear processes in the experimental test-bench. Therefore, the performances are stable for 8 and 10 bits as predicted in simulations
This still allowed confirmation of the stability of PMEPR and power efficiency with bit resolutions of 8 to 10 bits. For the closed-loop test, the performances were coarsely matched to the simulation results obtained with aa simple model of quantization. Thus simulation for high performance digitizers need not necessarily model the jitter to gauge maximum detection range.
D. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (SNR)
The SNR is shown to be relatively constant over the parametric measurements for both chirp and multitones as shown in Table 9 .
The SNR in closed-loop is consistent with simulations due to the difference in PMEPR between the studied signals. However, the SNR power for multitones in operational conditions seems to be on par with chirp. In closed-loop, the noise that is measured is caused by the clock jitter and the SNR limitation as shown in Table 4 range from 86% to 100%, meaning that the measurements are consistent with expectations taking into account distortions from hardware, thus confirming the validity of proposed equation (8) .
The wireless test results came with somewhat of a surprise because the SNR was higher in the test channel than in the reference channel. Theoretically it should have been similar to the closed-loop results for the reference channel. Two hypotheses are assumed in contributing to this phenomenon. First, the frequency synthesizer used for the reference channel was not as stable as the one for the transmitter and since it is different the phase drift might have caused higher noise levels when demodulating the signal. The second is stronger intermodulation levels from the transmitting amplifier and demodulation stage in the reference channel since a filter is missing that would normally filter out-of-band contributors. They could have recombined, thus creating a semi-correlated base from which the noise is measured. As a general rule the SNR is stronger for the chirp than for multitones, however this distinction seems to fade as the wideband and stronger distortions characteristics appear.
E. SPURIOUS-FREE DYNAMIC RANGE (SFDR)
The SFDR including harmonics, one harmonic was recurring in every measurement be that chirp of multitones and it happened to be the strongest in most cases. As could be deducted instinctively, if a signal is present in all 6582 VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 18. SFDR including harmonics (dBc) for multitones from the wireless test -maximum harmonic including DC for multitones. measurements regardless of the signal being recorded this means that its signal level will increase with pulse repetition period and with respect to the mean carrier level over the signal bandwidth of reference. From Fig. 18-19 , a slope of 10dB per decade can be observed with respect to pulse repetition period and the signal level were also proportional to the bandwidth with some errors because of distortions but the main trends can be found from Fig.18-19 and Table 10 .
The signal at DC was not eliminated even with bandpass filter so this is a combination of the DC harmonic resulting from a Hilbert transform and most likely leakage from the ADC clock or the local oscillator feeding the mixers for demodulation that would result in this particular harmonic. Other harmonics in the signal display such behaviors as shown in Fig. 19 . In The signals with 800 MHz bandwidth were not as conclusive because it was harder to distinguish the harmonics from the random components visually.
This means that SFDR including harmonics could be dependent on BT product as it can be observed from Fig.18 for BT = 50 and 500, the corresponding points at 1MHz (50us,500us) and 10MHz(5us,50us) have similar levels.
The SFDR excluding harmonics (dBc) display relatively stable levels at a given bandwidth across the studied pulse repetition periods and seem to be directly proportional with the signal bandwidth as shown in Fig. 20-21 and quantified in Table 11 . The results were also very similar between the closed-loop and the wireless tests. This indicates that the SFDR level could be independent of the pulse repetition period, SNR and that the spurs are a product of the signal frequency content and the distortions introduced by the ADC hardware. So this means that the SFDR levels excluding harmonics could only be dependent on bandwidth not time.
F. PULSE COMPRESSION
The pulse compression was performed with a digital replica for the closed-loop and both the reference signal and a digital replica for the wireless test. For wideband signals in Fig. 22 , the right hand side of the pulse compression presents reflections when a Hamming window was applied. The higher the bandwidth was, the more visible the circuit imperfections. Indeed, problems with standing wave ratios in the experimental setup caused higher sidelobe levels at 150 and 800 MHz, Table 12 shows the highest peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSLR) per bandwidth. The values for 1 and 10 MHz are nominal but it deteriorates for 150 and 800 MHz. Errors for 3 dB mainlobe width and sidelobes positions at 800 MHz, were caused by sample speck, perturbations induced by standing wave ratios in the circuit and for the test channel by multiple reflections from the environment. The proximity of the reflections from the main lobe associated with the sample speck error at 800 MHz in the wireless test may explain the degradation in sidelobe levels. To confirm this, an interpolation of the data was performed using 'interp' in Matlab by oversampling by 2 and lowpass filtering, the PSLR reached a maximum of 32 dB at 800 MHz bandwidth.
The pulse compression in wideband operation had PSLR under 30dB caused by standing wave ratios. The main limiting factor in wideband operation on contrast are the multiple reflections caused by standing waves as those ''ghost'' sidelobes can potentially mask smaller targets close to a bigger one. Alternatively deconvolution techniques such as CLEAN algorithms which have been modified for radar purposes e.g. [52] , [53] could be used to compensate for the hardware impairments. 
V. CONCLUSION
The performances of multitones and chirp for radar applications were investigated through simulations and experiments. This was done using waveform-independent criteria and a software-defined platform with hardware in the loop which supports any of the proposed waveform configurations without any modifications for an unbiased study with particular care given to the signal processing algorithm that is conservative in processing power, would be feasible with state-of-the-art FPGA chipsets and would relax constraints on reconfigurations and signal agility.
The experiments proved that the measurements matched coarsely the simulation results. This indicates that the experimental platform distorted signals further than anticipated but the small difference in performances between 8 to 10 bits was under 1 %, thus validating the required bit resolution for nominal performances for PMEPR and power efficiency.
A summary of the quantified results for chirp and P3 phasecoded multitones is given in Table 13 for simulations and experiments as well as the conclusions drawn from the results.
Operationally, a radar receiver bandwidth would closely match the signal bandwidth -for chirp typically 10% margin which multitones could potentially leverage this for higher spatial resolution or tighten the filter for increased SNR. The maximum detection difference between chirp and P3 phase-coded multitones in this case would be about 10%.
However, different phase codes overlaid on multitones would yield different performances, a higher PMEPR -like in communications from 10 dB typically up to 15 dB -would translate in a further reduction of maximum detection range -from 50 to 100% -compared to chirp as shown in Table 13 .
Also the maximum achievable SNR using the full ADC dynamic range would be about 1 dB higher for chirp than for multitones, thus improving a little detection performances and consumption at the ADC. The proposed equation (8) was proven experimentally to predict SNR levels accurately.
The SFDR including and excluding harmonics showed signs of a dependency on BT product and bandwidth respectively. This could hint towards a way to predict SFDR levels from fewer measurements. However, further experiments are required to prove this particular point using different ADCs to confirm this is a rule and not just an isolated case.
Nowadays, converters e.g. AWG7122C [46] , Proteus V6 [36], Calypso V6 [36], have improved sampling frequencies and most likely display better performances compared to that but it will increase the figure of merit of ADCs as described in [33] . Given that the mainstream ADCs will follow trends as described in [33] , selecting appropriate ADCs for radar design is going to be even more critical. The required bit resolution for radar systems are mainly going to be driven by the requirements on contrast from the pulse compression using the predictive formula (10) and (12) but this has to be coupled with an appropriate clock source with a jitter level that would allow for the desired SNR as shown by (8) and not limited by ENOB when using complex waveforms. The empirical formula on contrast could be used but still needs to be validated experimentally. Although, it should be noted that different phase codes for multitones will yield different results, and simple simulations were sufficient to roughly predict expected performances.
The outcome of this study using a novel approach is that multitones are close in performances to chirp when the receiver bandwidth is equal to the signal bandwidth for phase codes that match P3PC performances in PMEPR.
Multitones opens to more flexibility in terms of signal diversity and spectrum reuse. The path towards multifunction, spectrum insertion, sub band independence and signal diversity is a complex question and the fusion of communication and radar front-ends are still an open problem and optimization problems for the optimization of radar and communications concurrently in different scenarios will emerge. The development of 5G technology and it's asynchronous and non-orthogonal waveforms could prove to be a valuable trend to follow to improve on radar waveform design and spectrum insertion.
APPENDIX
The radar data that was used is described further in Table 14 to 16, and was encoded in signed integers from 4 to 24 bits in increments of 2 in simulations and was measured with 8 and 10 bits experimentally.
